Warriors and Worriers: The Survival of the Sexes Joyce F. Benenson with Henry Markovits oxford university Press
In this provocative treatise, psychologist Joyce Benenson overturns the prevalent social-science theory that women are the more sociable sex and men more competitive. Benenson posits that the sexes exhibit the strongest differences in behaviours that support their long-term survival. The tendency among girls to discuss others is linked to the evolutionary need to sift out people who will help with childcare, she argues, but women often compete over men. Men, by contrast, cooperate in competing against other groups.
The Depths: The Evolutionary Origins of the Depression Epidemic
Jonathan Rottenberg Basic Books (2014) Depression, avers psychologist Jonathan Rottenberg, is an evolved trait: a way of stopping us in our tracks so that we can perceive the hurdles facing us. But in today's relatively safe environment, he argues, this useful adjunct of self-analysis can ramp up in severity -and strictly biological approaches and talking cures are not universally effective. Rottenberg brings clinical findings, experimental research, anecdotal evidence and personal experience of depression to his study of triggers, exacerbating factors, psychobiology and evidence for routes to recovery. 
Plague and Cholera

The Son Also Rises: Surnames and the History of Social Mobility Gregory Clark Princeton university Press (2014)
Bloody revolutions, policy upheavals and a deluge of social-science theories have been sparked by social inequality. So how porous is the class divide? Not very, reveals economic historian Gregory Clark in this audacious study based on tracking family names through history. Examining names in areas as far-flung in time and space as today's Sweden, Qing Dynasty China and medieval England, Clark shows how little social mobility has altered in 800 years. The solution to the status lottery, he argues, is for society to rectify the imbalance in rewards given to rich and poor.
growing scientific consensus that we live in a new geological epoch, the Anthropocene. Kolbert drills into the mechanisms through which climate change, ocean acidity, ecological fragmentation and the movement of alien species are catastrophically acting on many populations. Those alien invasions are leading to what has been called a new Pangaea: just like on that supercontinent 300 million years ago, biodiversity is mixing -but this time it is causing a reduction in species.
Kolbert's romp through these themes is necessarily selective, and some may take issue with aspects of her concise narrative. For example, Darwin did dismiss the sudden loss of species across boundaries between geological epochs as vast periods lost in an incomplete fossil record. But it seems somewhat disingenuous to implicate him in something that happened a century later: the resistance to the meteor-impact idea by George Gaylord Simpson and other palaeontologists of the hard-nosed uniformitarian tradition. Had Darwin been there, he would, I think, have based his response on evidence rather than dogma. As Kolbert herself summarizes, mass-extinction events occur on a grander scale than the inexorable chipping away of Darwin's 10,000 sharp wedges of nature. The Alvarezes pointed to a clear mechanism by which well-adapted organisms were swept aside and the pattern of life-forms upon which natural selection could act reset.
The Sixth Extinction lucidly introduces the context and process underlying the current doom-laden prognosis for life on Earth. In the penultimate chapter, Kolbert writes of the search for the bits of genetic code that endow humans with our unique restlessness, use of symbols, creativity and ability to work socially. We may be a "weedy species" but we have hugely changed our surroundings since we first appeared. The book's subtitle, An Unnatural History, holds only as long as we see ourselves outside of nature. The reality is that our future is not decoupled from that of the biosphere. The breaching of planetary boundaries -the potential tipping points in Earth systems such as climate -will have non-linear, unpredictable consequences for all species, including our own.
The five mass extinctions demonstrate that past success is no guarantee of survival: a catalogue of dominant species failed to bridge each of these "moments of panic". Kolbert touches on, but stops short of probing, what we can do to make a difference for the future of all life on Earth. The possibilities for ecological adaptation and mitigation leave significant scope for a sequel. ■ Bob Bloomfield is an independent specialist in public engagement with and understanding of science and the environment, based in London. e-mail: bob_bloomfield@bobania.f9.co.uk
